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Introduction
This Design and Access Statement has been prepared in support of the planning application
by Urbaser SA and Balfour Beatty Construction (The “Applicant”) for planning permission
for the development of a waste management Facility at land off Courtauld Road, Basildon.
This comprises a Mechanical Biological Treatment (MBT) Facility; a visitor, education and
office Facility; associated infrastructure including welfare facilities; parking; surface water
management system; hardstandings; internal roads; new access and junction arrangements;
earthworks; landscaping; fencing and gates, weighbridge, lighting and other ancillary
developments.
The purpose of this statement is to appraise the proposed development site, its constraints
and opportunities, and demonstrate how these and the wider surrounding context have
influenced design principles and assess arrangements for the proposed development.
This statement highlights the evolution of the design and identifies design responses to the
known constraints, development guidelines and aspirations.

The View upon arrival at Courtauld Road towards the Visitors Centre
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1.0 Project Background

1.1 Site Selection

The Applicant’s proposed development for the Courtauld Road site was selected through a
Private Finance Initiative (PFI) tendering process to treat residual Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
arising from within Essex and Southend-on-Sea. The Facility will have the capacity to treat up
to 416,955 tonnes per annum (tpa) of waste. This will include Waste Collection Authority
(WCA) residual waste, trade waste, bulky waste, street sweepings and waste from Household
Waste Recycling Centres, along with a smaller proportion of local trade waste.

Planning permission ESS/04/07/BAS was granted at the site in October 2008 and provided
for the development of a large integrated waste management Facility (including Mechanical
Biological Treatment, Anaerobic Digestion, In Vessel Composting) and compensatory flood
alleviation and habitat relocation works. The general presumption in favour of development at
the site (and specifically for waste uses) has therefore been established by virtue of previously
consented (and part implemented) development. There is full planning policy support behind
the development of the site for strategic waste management uses, the site being identified
within the Adopted Essex and Southend Waste Local Plan as a preferred location for such
uses.

The site is identified within the
Adopted Essex and Southend
Waste Local Plan as a preferred
location for waste management
uses

Site plan prior to grading and levelling

Site location in the context of the immediate area

Section 1: Project Background
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1.2 Master planning
The site for the PFI was defined by the Authority to reflect an operation with a lower output
from recycling, and thus the site was reduced for this development leaving the balance
of the land as a developable site to the west, subject to a separate brief and planning
application.
The site is wider at the northern end, tapering down to the Courtauld Road boundary,
where it is considerably narrower. When the typical sizes for the cycle of processes were
applied to the site it became apparent that the Maturation Halls would need to be at
the northern end, planned east to west, as being the only part of the site to physically
accommodate the halls. This left the balance of the site for the reception processes, to
receive and complete the first stage of processing, and the Visitor and Education Centre.

Thus the master plan developed through the stages illustrated above, through a number of
iterations into the current arrangement illustrated. This was driven by a number of factors:
•

The shape and dimensions of the site and how the buildings fit within the boundaries

•

How best to arrange the buildings to minimise the impact on receptors, in particular the
travellers site

•

How best to mitigate the scale of the Facility by breaking the mass down into different
elements to reflect their function

•

Safe and logical traffic movement around the site

•

The requirement for a roundabout and pedestrian crossing at the junction with
Courtauld Road

These 2 diagrams show the initial response to the site, with the articulation of the different
processes, with the Visitor and Education Centre at the heart, to allow visitors to see all the
different processes.

Section 1: Project Background
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1.3 Plant Description and Components

In broad terms, the preprocessing stage will allow
for the recovery of recyclable
material from the residual stream
with the remaining fraction
being passed through to the biostabilisation phase.
The bio-stabilisation process will
facilitate mass loss through the
aerobic treatment of the waste;
it will also reduce its moisture
content. After a six week
period, the output will either be
Stabilised Output Material (SOM)
or Solid Recovered Fuel (SRF).
This output material is then
subject to a refining process
which involves the screening
of the outputs into different
sized material dependent on the
market requirements or disposal.

The Facility has been designed to provide flexibility in terms
of the volumes of waste received as well as the final output
product, in order to meet any future changes in waste
generation and/or end market variations, and it will be able to
produce either a Stabilised Output Material (SOM) or a Solid
Recovered Fuel (SRF).
The planning, scale and massing of the buildings reflect
the waste processes within, and are planned in response
to the site, as described above. Below each element of the
development are described, as follows:
The waste processing takes place in three buildings, plus
another for filtering the air before it is released to the
atmosphere:
•

Bio-stabilisation in the maturation halls
To take the bio-degradable materials and carry out the
composting process

•

Refining and product storage
To take out the aggregates within the processed material
as hardcore and store the composted outputs ready for
removal

•

Bio-filtration
To wash and filter the air that has passed through all the
different process stages above

There other two other much smaller buildings:
•

The Visitor and Education Centre
A three storey centre for the community and education

•

The Vehicle Maintenance and Transformer building

1

2

5

Pre-processing in the reception building
To receive and sort the waste, and take out the material
that can be recycled

•

3

4

6
7

Aerial view of the development showing the relationship of these elements

KEY
1 Reception Building
2 Maturation Halls
3 Refining & Product Storage
4 Bio Filters, beyond Maturation Halls
5 Visitor and Education Centre
6 Crane Hall
7 SUDS Lagoon & Garden

Please see overleaf for a further description of these buildings,
and the planning set of drawings can be found in appendix 1.

Section 1: Project Background
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1.3 Plant Description and Components
1.3.1 Pre-processing - Reception Building
This is made up of three main elements, the Reception Hall, the Crane Hall and the
Pre-Processing Hall.

The cladding is comprised mainly of a painted vertical trapezoidal steel panels with
projecting large square framed panels that use a horizontal painted metal half-round
profile. As a formal composition these square panels are spaced along the north and south
elevations, the width of a double structural bay.

Each element has its own steel frame, with appropriate spans to accommodate the function
within, and the floors are all a mixture of in-situ or precast concrete on piled foundations.

The roof is also clad in painted profiled steel cladding, and has regularly spaced transparent
polycarbonate panels to allow a safe minimum level of natural light.

The building faces Courtauld Road and is where the workers and visitors will arrive, and thus
it needs to have a welcoming face to what otherwise might be a daunting sized building. It
will also be seen in conjunction with the landscape proposals that include the Sustainable
Drainage System (SUDS) pond and will be within the context of a small urban park, open to
the public during the day.

The southern face of the roof to Maturation Hall 3, which adjoins the Visitor and Education
Centre and Reception

To provide this welcoming face the building is clad in vertical larch timber staves in parallel
horizontal bands that articulate the large surfaces, and there is a large projecting bay
window that is accessible to the public to provide a dramatic view along the length of
the Crane Hall. The elevation on the east face, towards the service/delivery yard, will have
profiled steel sheet cladding.

1.3.3 Refining - De-Stoner & Product Storage Building

The car parking for the visitors and workers is located on the ground floor, and is expressed
as an open colonnade, which is also the pedestrian route from the Visitor and Education
Centre to the Crane Hall viewing gallery.

The footprint area is about 3340m² and the height to eaves is 15.2m

The roof is clad in painted profiled steel sheeting with regularly spaced transparent
polycarbonate panels to allow a good level of natural daylight into the interior.

This process is linked to the Maturation Halls by the air ducts that cross over the access
road into the biofliter via the scrubbers, which wash the air and remove all odorous and
contaminating substances prior to entering the biofilters.

The approximate footprint is 13,080m² and the general height to the parapet is 15.20m,
and to the top of the Crane Hall is 20.70m.

1.3.2 Bio-stabilsation – Maturation Halls
This trio of large footprint buildings house the bio-stabilisation process and for both
master planning and aesthetic reasons these have been sited on the northern side of the
development, so that they are not particularly evident on Courtauld Road.

Building will have 2000m² of photo voltaic panels to supply electricity to the Visitors Centre.
The approximate footprint is 25,884m² and the general height to parapets is 12.90m

These are attached directly to the Maturation Halls, and their cladding and general details
are within the same language as the Maturation Halls, using a trapezoidal profile steel
claddings over portal frames and concrete base.

1.3.4 Biofiltration – Biofilters and Scrubbers

The biofilter material will be contained within a reinforced concrete structure with a
footprint of 3360m². A screening bund will be provided to the north of the structure and
will slope from the top of the biofilter building with vegetation being established on the
external facing slope. Treated emissions will exit the biofilter via a 20.5m high stack with
diameter of 2.5m.
The footprint area is 2967m², and the height is 4.0m

Each building has a wide span steel portal frame,over a large in-situ concrete base with
upstand column bases that are raised to shorten and stiffen the steel frame by reducing
the height of the stanchions.

Section 1: Project Background
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1.4 The Visitor and Education Centre
This is a 3 storey steel frame building. The building facade is comprised of glazed elements
with solar shading, and larch timber faced insulated cladding panels. This will be a highly
sustainable building with a strategy to be energy efficient using as much natural daylight
and ventilation as possible. Sustainable attributes include; green roofs; solar shading; natural
ventilation via a stack system (expressed at roof level) and night time purging; ground source
heat pumps; electricity from photovoltaic panels: rain water harvesting both here and for the
larger buildings, where feasible, in order to reuse water within the buildings or within the
processing operations. The approximate height will be 13m to the highest point of the of
single pitch roof.
The green roofs are designed for both the main roof and the roof along the face of the
second floor terraces. They are an essential part of the water balancing for the whole site (to
retain and slowly release rainwater) and there is easy access for maintenance via the head of
the stairs from the plant room, with a man-safe system to allow full access to the whole area.
The ethos for the Centre is that it will act to provide both an educational function as well
a Facility that the local community can utilise as a multifunctional space and/or conference
venue. There will be a large reception area that includes an area for refreshments, a large
meeting room, toilets, with views into the laboratory, a Facility potentially open for education
and research projects. The Centre will have 3 main teaching / learning areas as well as the
second floor gallery. The key message from the Centre will be sustainability and this is carried
through the design, as described above.
From within the second floor gallery there will be safe views into the Reception and Maturation
Halls, and with terraces that overlook the garden and potential future development on the
adjoining site.
The footprint area is 406m² and GIA on three floors is 1436m²

1.5 Vehicle Maintenance/ Transfer Switch Room
This is a steel frame building with a single pitch roof falling from the end of Maturation Hall
3 to the parapet on the eastern side. The building is clad with the trapezoidal panel system,
and is punctuated with roller shutter doors.
It has an area of 738m² and the height to parapet is 8.6m
The Visitor and Education Centre – a welcoming arrival

Section 1: Project Background
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2.0 Ancillary Accommodation and Functions
The main building elements have been outlined, but there are a number of other ancillary,
supporting parts to the proposed development:

2.1 Access road and roundabout
The proposal also includes a purpose build 4 arm roundabout on Courtauld Road and a 305
m long spine road to the site entrance. This roundabout and spine road will provide HGV
access to both the proposed development and has the potential to provide the route for
access to the adjoining site to the west if it is brought forward for development.

2.2 Surface water management
Clean surface water and roof water generated on the site will be collected via a petrol
interceptor and a SUDs. Flow rate from the SUDs to the ultimate point of discharge in the
Nevendon Brook will be controlled by means of a pumped rising main. The drainage scheme
will include provision for rain water harvesting to help mitigate against the use of potable
supplies.

2.3 Water storage and treatment tanks
The following waste water will be collected:
•

Leachate from the bio-stabilisation process

•

Liquid waste water from the air treatment process

•

Dirty water from the treatment areas

The waste water will then sent to an on-site waste treatment system located in the north
west corner of the site. Flows from this treatment system will be re-circulated back into the
process to offset potable supply. Any surplus treated water will be discharged to the public
sewer in Courtauld Road.
Due to the topography of the site, the foul water flows will be pumped to the discharge
point in Courtauld Road. Two package pumping stations are proposed for this purpose.

2.4 Screening/Acoustic bunds
From the outset there was an awareness of the probable impact of large new buildings,
and a concern as how this impact might be reduced or modified. As well as planning the
development into identifiable component parts, a bund to the boundary was an early
consideration as both a visual and acoustic screen, with the potential to support also the
restoration of the ecology for the site. These ideas were made tangible when considering
the issue of arisings from the excavations, for the construction of the foundations, slabs,
accessible trenches and the SUDS pond, having to be removed from site.
Thus the proposed layout incorporates landscape measures to all boundaries, to avoid
having to remove these arisings from excavations, to use them to create a bund up to 4.0m
high along the northern, eastern and southern boundaries, that will slope gently where
possible towards the boundary fence and have a steeply facing slope into the site. The outer
face will have a landscaped and planted treatment, taking into account retained trees where
possible.
This provides an effective acoustic screen, and in particular towards the travellers site, where
there will be an additional 1.0m high close boarded acoustic fence to further minimise any
noise impact.

2.5 Fencing
There will be two kinds of fencing in principle, a ‘park’ style fence around the landscaped
front garden area and a secure weld mesh fence to the remainder of the plant. The fences
will be 2.1m high, with lockable steel gates at the site entrances. These will be closed at all
times when the site is not open for the receipt of waste. A clear access zone will be allowed
to the whole perimeter to allow maintenance and cleaning.
Following consultation with the Travellers it is proposed that the secure fence towards their
site will have a second timber fence to be a robust traditional fence 2.1m high of feather
edge boarding secured to cross rails and posts.
The fencing will undergo regular inspection to ensure the security of the site. Operational
security will be maintained with a combination of Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
monitoring and security patrols.

Section 2: Ancillary Accommodation and Functions
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2.0 Ancillary Accommodation and Functions

2.6 Weighbridge complex
The weighbridge cabin will be situated at the main entrance to the site. It is a single storey
building. The building occupies a footprint of 100m².

2.7 Parking
Through the design development it was undesirable to provide significant external surface
parking, and fortunately the operational requirements of the site created an area beneath
the Reception Building with sufficient space to provide 76 standard spaces for staff and
visitors located in the undercroft and will include secure parking for six motorcycles for staff
and visitors together with bicycle parking.
There will be provision for 4 mobility-impaired parking spaces near the entrance to the
Visitors Centre in accordance with the adopted parking standards.
The arrival of visitors by coach has also been taken into consideration, and the area in front
of the Visitor and Education Centre allows a hammerhead for coach turning so that having
dropped off their passengers the coaches can go to the northern end of the access road
to park, beside the main entry for the waste delivery vehicles. This is to avoid large vehicles
spoiling the visitor experience by being parked between the Visitor and Education Centre
and garden.

2.8 Lighting
The external lighting proposals for the site will include:
•

Site access road luminaries will be free standing columns

•

Lighting for the external working areas and security provision will be provided by surface
mounted floodlights

•

Lighting around the site entrance and Visitor and Education Centre will be via LED
bollards

The time the lighting will be on will be during the winter months and normal working hours
in order to maintain an safe working environment.

Section 2: Ancillary Accommodation and Functions
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3.0 Design Drivers
Under different sub-headings in this section, the design drivers are described which have
influenced the design development for the proposals, to ensure the Facility is fit for purpose.

The vision for this development
and the future of Basildon
focuses on the themes of
Economy, Place and Community,
and the proposed development
will make a positive contribution
to these three themes.

These included:
•

Reducing building footprints and minimising the use of land

•

Articulation of each of the principal functions within the buildings to mitigate the overall
scale

•

To be a visually well organised and legible set of structures when viewed from Courtauld
Road and surrounding areas

•
•

3.1 Development Strategy
The development of the Courtauld Road site will provide the Authority with the key strategic
element for waste management infrastructure in the long term. Through well integrated
and sustainable design both the primary function of waste management and the wider aims
of significant infrastructural investment will be addressed. An investment and development
of this nature is also an opportunity for a new quality benchmark to be set for subsequent
development in the area. This new Facility will be an effective shop window for both the
activities of the Authority and for sustainable waste management.
In this context essential factors include:
•

Architecture to suit the different faces of the buildings, and which enhances the sense of
place and bring a more human scale

A logical site master plan and technical layouts within the building must support efficient
operational processes for waste treatment

•

Creation of an effective operational layout for the site to suit the operational requirements,
and which can accommodate movement requirements of 16.5m long articulated lorries

The Facility should be a safe rewarding place for people to work as well as a thought
provoking and relevant place to visit

•

Reach out to the local community and be sensitive in the architecture and technical
solutions to mitigate the impact on the area
Foster a sense of ownership by the public at large in recognition that the development is
a positive asset for the community

•

Vehicle flows that avoid cross overs and maintain safe, logical circulation

•

Positioning of the weighbridges to provide adequate length of road for queuing off the
spine road

•

•

Minimising pedestrian and vehicular interactions, and segregating operational movements
from those of staff and visitors

•

Screening of the operations, from the eastern boundary in particular, with the use of a
landscaped 4.0m high bund (topped with a 1.0m high acoustic screen)

The vision for this development and the future of Basildon focuses on the themes of Economy,
Place and Community, and the proposed development will make a positive contribution to
these three themes.

•

Mitigation of environmental and visual impacts on the surrounding areas through effective
landscaping

Section 3: Design Drivers
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3.2 The SIte

3.3 Development as a catalyst for change

The development platform offers a suitably large level site on which to undertake development.
Formally the site of a flood alleviation basin, the area has benefited from development
works carried out under planning permission ESS/04//07/BAS to address many of the former
constraints to development including the diversion of existing water courses, translocation
of ecology and general up filling of levels. No existing services cross the site are prejudicial to
development.

The Burnt Mills industrial estate currently has quite low grade industrial premises and a weak
physical environment. Future redevelopment of the industrial buildings that form the wider
industrial setting in the area is therefore anticipated as present infrastructure nears the end
of its current operational life. As such, the higher design code of the new Courtauld Road
development will help in establishing a precedent for architecture and design standards going
forward. In addition with the focus of the building not simply on waste but on the wider
renewables, recycling and materials recovery agenda it is hoped that this development will
also act as a catalyst to draw more forward looking sustainable industry to the area.

The 8.5 ha site is bounded to the east by existing development and to the north and south
by public highways (A127 Southend Arterial Road to the north and Courtauld Road to the
south). The land is bounded on the west by an area of open, recently levelled land.
Developments to the east include industrial buildings and an existing permanent travellers’ site.
The travellers’ site has required special consideration as it represents a residential development
at the boundary of the site.
The Applicant is conscious that any process will inevitably require large internal spaces for
the safe and effective management and treatment of waste materials and recyclables. In
our design we have balanced the need for clear span spaces with the competing objective
to achieve economic internal spans and structural sections and minimise the height of roof
pitches above eaves level. In so doing, we have also aimed to minimise the physical ‘mass’ of
each of the building elements. The buildings are set back from the property line to prevent
the structures becoming overbearing and also to allow for a landscape fringe through which
the building will be seen.

Key priorities for economic growth given by the Basildon Renaissance Partnership include:
•

More job opportunities for local people

•

Promoting a positive image of Basildon District

•

Delivering exemplar environmentally sustainable buildings

•

This proposed development will address all of these needs which have been designed into
the project from the outset.

3.4

Changing perceptions of Basildon through positive design

The Applicant believes that high quality development of places and spaces is required in order
to:
•

Help change perceptions and deliver an image of Basildon as a happening place, creating
a positive impression for potential investors, where people aspire to live and work

•

Introduce a positive attitude in responding to climate change in the use of renewable
energy and to meet targets for carbon reduction both in construction processes through
the reduction of waste, the base building specification as well as in energy consumption
and whole life costs

•

Provide a way of promoting best practice values to other developers, and make them
aware of their obligations and to consider different aspects of sustainable development

•

Recognise that this is a local issue where everyone needs to play a part.

The development platform

Section 3: Design Drivers
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SITE LAYOUT PLAN

OPERATIONAL PROCESS & MOVEMENT

Maturation Hall Equipment

3.5 Responsive to architectural context
The architecture of our development has been designed to respond to two main drivers:

Maturation Hall During Commissioning

The
Essex
Design
Initiative

BOARD

I

ESSEX DESIGN REVIEW PANEL

19 OCTOBER 2010

The
Essex
Design
Initiative

BOARD

II

•

The considerable scale and function of the waste management plant, and the need to
mass and plan the elements that reduce this sense of scale.

•

Designing a major building which must endeavour through its architecture, encompassed
in its massing, scale and colour, to fit as best it can within the site’s setting.

ESSEX DESIGN REVIEW PANEL

19 OCTOBER 2010

ELEVATIONS & SECTIONS

Due regard has also been taken of the Essex Design Initiative, which promotes very high
standards for aspirational and sustainable architectural and technical solutions.
South Elevation

The Applicant has carried out internal peer group design reviews, using the ‘CABE 10 points’,
as well as presenting to the Essex Design Review Panel for their commentary and guidance.
In this context therefore, and as suggested in part within the Essex Design Initiative, we have
also taken due note of guidance from the following CABE and DEFRA publications:

Section through Reception building

East Elevation

West Elevation

Section through Maturation Halls

North Elevation

The
Essex
Design
Initiative

BOARD

V

LANDSCAPE & BIODIVERSITY

ESSEX DESIGN REVIEW PANEL

ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY

Proposed bund to screen views of Biofilter building
from A127. Proposed tree, shrub and meadow planting
to create visual screening and wildlife corridor.

Proposed
Building

Proposed tree, shrub and
meadow planting to create visual
screening and wildlife corridor

Proposed gabion
retaining wall to north
east corner of Bio Filter

Proposed Service Road

Proposed
Service Road

Proposed
Building

Proposed bund with timber criblock retaining system to screen adjacen
residential community from potential noise. Proposed tree, shrub and
meadow planting to create visual screening and wildlife corridor.

Existing Hovefields
Residential Community

Our aims are to:
Optimising energy use and building fabric
f 0RQLWRU HQHUJ\ XVDJH WR KHOS PLQLPLVH FRQVXPSWLRQ
f 0RWLRQ GHWHFWRUV WR PDQDJH OLJKWLQJ
f /LJKWLQJ PLQLPLVHG RXWVLGH KRXUV RI EXVLQHVV

Existing A127
Grassed Verge

Existing A127
grassed verge
Proposed Service Road

Weigh Bridge

Section B

Proposed pedestrian plaza area to visitor
centre, comprising feature paving and
seating incorporating coach drop off

Managing positive ‘whole life’ community engagement
f 2QJRLQJ FRPPXQLW\ OLDLVRQ FRQVXOWDWLRQ
f 0LQLPLVLQJ DQG PLWLJDWLQJ FRQVWUXFWLRQ DQG RSHUDWLRQDO
LPSDFWV
f 2SWLPLVLQJ FXOWXUH DQG D VHQVH RI SODFH
f %XLOGLQJ DV DQ HGXFDWLRQDO DQG FRPPXQLW\ UHVRXUFH
f 0D[LPLVLQJ VRFLDO DQG ORFDO HFRQRPLF EHQHILWV
f /RFDO ZRUNIRUFH DQG VXSSO\ FKDLQV ZKHUH SRVVLEOH
f %HVW SUDFWLFH VLWH DQG EXLOGLQJ PDQDJHPHQW

Bio Filter

Bio Filter

Section A

Cafe seating and covered outdoor
classroom area to accomodate
groups of varying ages and abilities

Wildflower and grassland terraced ground
profile with stepped access down to
standing water level

19 OCTOBER 2010

1m depth standing water pond profiled
to create variable planting zones for
marginal and aquatic plants

Section C

TImber bridge
over the pond
N

Protecting and enhancing ecology and water resources
f %HVW SUDFWLFH VLWH DQG EXLOGLQJ PDQDJHPHQW
f (QKDQFLQJ DQG SUHVHUYLQJ ELRGLYHUVLW\
f &RPPXQLW\ ZLOGOLIH DQG RXWGRRU ]RQH
f 8VH RI JUHHQ URRIV DQG QDWXUH FRUULGRUV
f (IILFLHQW PDQDJHPHQW RI ZDWHU

 68'6 DQG DWWHQXDWLRQ

 0LQLPLVLQJ ZDWHUFRXUVH SROOXWLRQ

 5DLQZDWHU KDUYHVWLQJ

Proposed Building

Sustainability Centre

Undercroft car park access
Cafe seating terrace

Vehicular access to undercroft
Paved plaza for coach drop off
point, protected pedestrian
route and potential event space
Recycled plastic ‘timber’
boardwalk teaching area

Pedestrian priority raised table
crossing to provide level access to the
plaza and eductational zones

Section D

Stepped access down to
standing water level

Reference Images

Comprehensive materials resource efficiency
f 'HVLJQ IRU PDWHULDOV  UHVRXUFH HIILFLHQFLHV
f 0D[LPLVH XVH RI VWDQGDUG FRPSRQHQWV
f 8VH RSSRUWXQLWLHV IRU SUHIDEULFDWLRQ
f 0LQLPLVH FRQVWUXFWLRQ ZDVWH
f 5HXVH ~DULVLQJV ZKHUH SRVVLEOH
f 'HVLJQ IRU GHFRQVWUXFWLRQUHFRQILJXUDWLRQ
f 5HGXFLQJ HPERGLHG LPSDFWV
f 6HHN HQYLURQPHQWDOO\ EHQLJQ RSWLRQV
f (QJDJH WKH ORFDO VXSSO\ FKDLQ

Viewing bridge over
terraced pond
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Grey to Green – CABE publication 2009;

•

Urban Green Nation: Building the evidence base – CABE publication 2010’; and

•

Designing Waste Facilities – DEFRA publication 2008.

This guidance relates not only to the immediate locality in terms of the physical boundaries
of the site but also to its setting and impact on the wider area. The site has to consider its
interaction not only with those who work at and use the Facility directly but also those who
interact with it more casually as passers by and neighbours.
Development at the Courtauld Road site is recognised as being highly visible to the public
and in projecting the operations of the Authority. The development therefore is a tangible
statement of the Authority’s aspirations in regard to waste management and as such must
project positively the environmental and sustainable goals of the Authority and the community
which it serves. The Facility must not only represent value for money but do so through the
appropriate and sensitive use of technology, engineering and architecture.

ESSEX DESIGN REVIEW PANEL

19 OCTOBER 2010

Panels used to present the project to the Essex Design Review Panel

PERSPECTIVE VIEWS

Arrival on Coutauld Road

BOARD

•

View from the south

The Visitor Centre against the Reception Hall

View from the north west on the A127

Gable end of Visitor Centre

View through emergency vehicle gateway into the Reception Hall yard

The
Essex
Design
Initiative

ESSEX DESIGN REVIEW PANEL

19 OCTOBER 2010
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‘Well thought out’ scheme

13 April 2010

‘Well thought out’ scheme

13 April 2010

‘Well thought out’ scheme

3.6 Refining spatial constraints

3.7 Ensuring intelligent traffic circulation

In preparing the concept options we started by establishing spatial constraints to development
and opportunities arising from the site’s shape, orientation and general aspect. Working
inwards from the prescribed land boundary, we have defined broad zones and flow paths
for elements such as landscape and traffic circulation and established limiting stand-offs for
elements such as fire separation and proximity to neighbouring structures. In doing so we
have identified the area where the buildings can be most sympathetically located, and some
of the key requirements include:

As part of this early concept work we also considered and resolved the principle for traffic
circulation, and how to minimise the potential for crossing motions within the site, and ensure
clearly delineated routeing for operational vehicles.

•

Gateway’ entrance, ‘sense of arrival’ at the south west corner of the site on Courtauld
Road

•

Clear delineation betweeen the public & visitor areas and operational areas

•

To respect the residential traveller’s site on the eastern boundary, and plan the buildings as
far from this boundary as possible, including the De-Stoner building, potentially the most
noisy building (mitigated by insulated walls and quick closing roller shutters)

•

A landscape boundary to a high percentage of the boundary, not only to create a softer
environment but also to support the regeneration of the local ecology

•

An offset around the perimeter to allow for circulation of operations vehicles, access for
building maintenance and fire tenders in an emergency; and

•

Indicative off-sets to allow for fire boundary conditions, and reduce the need for insulated
elevations.

These parameters provided a context in which to develop options and rationalise often
competing constraints into a coherent overall scheme.
Early consideration was also given to outline levels within the site and the potential impact on
site footprint of any ramps or significant changes in grade that may take up plan area. As it
stands all ramps are within the Reception Building for access and egress.
13 April 2010

‘Well thought out’ scheme

As part of any development there is a need for bulk earthworks to contribute to the finished
levels by accommodating the arisings from excavations for foundations, establishing slab
levels, and in this case, the major excavations to create the waste storage bunker in the
Reception /Building. It is our aim to achieve a cut/fill balance on site by the creation of the
4.0m high bund to the boundaries where suitable or needed, and thereby endeavour to
retain all suitable excavated materials on site, in keeping with good sustainable practice.

This was considered particularly important from a health and safety standpoint since many
of the injuries associated with waste plants involve conflicts with mobile plant. In the UK,
crossing motions can be mitigated by circulating clockwise around the site and as such this
was considered the dominant direction for all design concepts.
We anticipate that the primary weighing Facility within the site needs to be sufficiently within
the site. By taking this proactive stance in the layout of key infrastructure we obviate any
potential for queuing onto the public highway.

3.8 Incorporating a sustainable drainage approach
At the concept stage the likely surface and roof water quantities that could be generated by
the development were considered in order to size suitable sustainable urban drainage (SUDS)
provision.
From a purely engineering perspective this may be best addressed through a buried tank
(possibly at the north end of the site, or within the service yard), but we have taken the
opportunity to provide attenuation capacity by introducing a surface water lagoon and
integrate this into the landscaping in front of the Visitor and Education Centre, to enhance
the gateway experience. This’ lagoon’ is an important opportunity for landscaping, as there
will be a permanent area of pond which can be planted with reeds and marginal species to
help maintain water quality and improve biodiversity within the scheme.
The early iterations of the lagoon were quite daunting in that the profile from the footpath,
along the front of the Reception Buildings, was very steep, but it has now been remodelled
to have gentler sloping edges and a higher water level. The banks are also shelved with wide
areas on the northern and southern ends for sitting or group teaching.

13 April 2010

Diagrams of site analysis and fit
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3.9

Defining a considered building arrangement on plan

The constraints outlined above have provided a geometric framework with which to
reconcile the needs of the waste process against the requirements of the site.
On plan, the site tapers both west-to-east and north-to-south. This in turn suggests that
the Maturation Halls, by virtue of their footprint, need to be located in the northern portion
of the site. The length of the waste receiving bunker, and the need to provide vehicular
access to it without necessitating tight radius turns, also suggest that this element should be
orientated north-to-south along its long axis. In order to minimise excavation for the bunker
and provide the best relationship between the height of the bunker, and the mechanical
process plant in the Reception Building, it was decided that vehicles should deposit the
waste at the first floor (i.e. +4m) level. This has created an undercroft area below the main
Reception Hall deck, which will be used for staff parking and operations/welfare provision.
The creation of an elevated deposition area therefore has the virtue of:
•

Improving operational efficiency

•

Creating useful usable space

•

Keeping often unsightly car parking within the building envelope

•

Reducing the overall land take of the development.

The bunker itself is 16m wide and 10m deep and capable of holding two days waste
View from the south west that shows the different building elements

The massing of the buildings was a primary consideration from the outset to mitigate the
necessary overall scale of the development, so the Reception Building and Maturation Halls
have a very different architectural treatment, with the expression of the Crane Hall running
north to south through the Reception Building and the Visitor and Education Centre as
smaller scale, but important, recognisable elements.
The layout provides a logical progression of functions across the site which uses the building
mass to provide effective delineation between public and operational areas. All traffic and
external circulation areas are kept to the north and east of the building while the Visitor and
Education Centre and staff entrance/parking are served through a separate entrance directly
off the spine road to the west. This significantly reduces the potential for conflict between
pedestrians and operational vehicles which is a key health and safety objective.

Northern Eastern View
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4.1

The two initial concepts

In the preparation of our initial scheme we considered eight different concepts and four
broad architectural approaches. These were ultimately refined into two options that were
considered and discussed to allow a concept that gathered consensual support as to the
preferred approach to be developed further.
Central to our thoughts was the difference between the words ‘shed’ and ‘building’. Shed
provides the greatest area of shelter for the least cost, but has a limited design code of a
‘simple box for a simple function’. In our view the new plant for this urban site requires the
title of ‘buildings’ that will have a complex function with a large number of processes being
carried out within them that demand articulation, and which will include the important
relationship with the community. The site is close to habitation and employment and there
is a need to interact with the public, providing positive messages that the buildings were
conceived and designed in an engaging way, paying due regard to local and regional impacts.
Therefore they have been designed as pieces of architecture, with the complexity of thought
this entails.
The two concepts considered at the outset both recognised the principal of the massing of the
buildings being important, driven by process, logistical and site constraints and to generate
them into building forms that address the stated development objectives, using different
architectural languages:

OPTION 1 was an angular, hard geometry, expressing a very modern, uncompromising
architecture, possibly more often experienced with contemporary cultural buildings
OPTION 2 was an altogether softer option, using a curving, timber clad, geometry towards
the Courtauld Road point of arrival for the Reception Building
Certain factors were applicable to both options:
•

Use the programme for the waste processing plant to generate massing, zoning and the
routes around the site

•

Recognise an obvious logic of the arrangement of the different major components for the
industrial processes within

•

Superimpose the ‘human’ activities of the visitors and management staff, and see how
these could come together to best effect.

Thus both presented options were conceived as being broken down into distinct sub-masses
for each different activity, with the Visitor and Education Centre, the ‘human element’ as the
link between the other industrial elements.
In this way the visitor will be given the chance to witness the scale and ambition of the different
processes in a fully integrated manner; as such, the Visitor and Education Centre, which is
central to the concept, both at this early stage and in these detailed planning proposals.
These options were discussed through internal design reviews, and were also presented to
the Authority at an early dialogue meeting, and the consensus from both forums was to go
forward with Option 2 as the lead option for further consideration.

The two concepts first presented to Essex County Council
Option 1 - an angular, hard geometry

The two concepts first presented to Essex County Council
Option 2 - using a soft curving geometry
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4.2

The second iterations into more detail
Linking design stages: the integration of context and concept into detailed
design considerations

The detail of the preferred option continued to be developed in response to dialogue and
critiques received, to ever increasingly offer better value for money. The Applicant’s team
took away from the dialogue meetings with Essex County Council opinion and criticism to
which they could consistently respond with measurable improvements. These were positive
and constructive meetings offering good support and guidance. Thus the efforts of the team
continued to:

Further design development

•

Develop and stay true to the well received concept carried through from the initial design
stages

•

Through an iterative process to develop a more detailed scheme that continued to receive
support from key stakeholders including the Authority Design Review Panel

•

To undertake a formal ‘value engineering’ review to try and offer the most cost effective,
best value, and overall solution. This included developing a wide range of potential
construction details to enable the contractor supply chain to be involved

•

Assess value in the truest sense in recognising that value is not gained by simply cutting
cost. This drew on the strength of the diverse and integrated project team, utilising their
creative, analyticalskills, as well as operational and construction specialisms, to look at all
aspects of the scheme from the ground up into well considered detail.

Final Proposals for the tender submission
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4.2

The second iterations into more detail

The design reviews generated through dialogue included the following considerations:

Early schemes used a 4 bay Reception Hall

•

How the component elements of the scheme will be integrated, including buildability,
construction sequencing, optimum design and construction programming

•

How the installation of the waste processing equipment can be phased effectively
within the construction programme

•

Operational and maintenance issues, co-ordination of the structural design in
co-ordination with the equipment layouts

•

A review of sustainability to ensure compliance with BREEAM and integration of
sustainability into the scheme

•

CDM-C health and safety review

•

Continuous reviews of risk.

•

Initial contact with regulators and utilities such as the planners, environmental health
officer, power and water companies, to develop more considered solutions in response
to an evergrowing detailed local knowledge

•

Overview design of key engineering elements; earthworks, sub-structures, drainage,
super-structures and building services in relation to the architecture, landscape and
sustainability issues

•

Ways to develop the visitor experience, including developing the interaction and
friendliness of the garden and the relationship with the Visitor and Education Centre,
and access to the balcony at the end of the Crane Hall – up the ramp or via an internal
staircase.

More effective use of the site – reduction from 4 HALLS to 3 Halls

Concept design: A sense of arrival and the first concept for access to the end of the Crane Hall for visitors

Concept design: A closer view of the Visitor and Education Centre in the landscape context
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4.3

Final iteration of the proposals for the tender

So to the final design stage for the tender submission and planning. The design development
between these two stages is relatively minor, but for completeness it is worth recording the
developments for the tender submission before the final planning stage, and so illustrate a
number of drawings on this and the next page:
•

Master plan

•

Aerial view from the south west, the ‘arrival’ point of view

•

Aerial view from the north east, over the Maturation Halls

•

Visitor and Education Centre within the forcourt

•

General elevations that show all the elements relative to each other

•

Detailed elevations for a clearer view of the use of materials.

Particular points of the design evolution include:

Site master plan at tender stage, with the introduction of the 4 arm roundabout

•

The Visitor and Education Centre experience now enhanced by a clear 2.5m wide
ambulatory along the edge of the car park under cover that links the Crane Hall viewing
area and the Visitor and Education Centre, meaning circulation protected from bad
weather

•

The viewing area into the Crane Hall is outside, separated from the internal environment,
with views through the curtain walling, to make it safe for the visitors being outside the
Reception Hall itself, with clear separation from any vehicle movements

•

The bund has been extended along the south elevation to allow a footpath up the bund
into the Crane Hall viewing area, with views into the service yard as the path returns upon
itself

•

Further focused development of the Visitor and Education Centre architecture, to improve
the way it looks, with a more rational hierarchy of materials and openings on the facade

•

Rigorous co-ordination of the frame and the recycling equipment

•

The De-stoner building is moved north to be further away from the Travellers site to lessen
any possible impact from noise

•

Similarly the service road into the Reception Building on the south eastern corner of the
site, has been re-planned to increase considerably the landscape zone on the boundary
to the Traveller’s site
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4.3

Final iteration of the proposals for the tender

Aerial view from the south east, the direction of arrival from Courtauld Road

Aerial view from the north west over the Maturation Halls

Details of the elevations to show the relationship of massing and materials
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4.3

Final iteration of the proposals for the tender

General elevations at ISFT are an evolution of all presented before through dialogue with Essex County Council

Design development of the Visitor and Education Centre
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5.0

Design development for the detailed Planning Application

This section describes the proposals that are the final iteration for the planning application.
There are not many visible changes from the previous stage, but it has been more an
opportunity for a final review of detail with a view to moving onto the detailed design phase
for construction.
It has also been an opportunity, finally, to carry out a thorough consultation process, with
major leaflet drops inviting the public to exhibitions of the proposals, where large numbers
from the Applicant’s team have been available to present and discuss the detailed issues and
concerns of local stakeholders.
Below we describe again different elements of the proposals, and go on to describe the key
areas of the submission.

The Reception Building
The operational activities within this building have been well defined from early on, and the
architecture remains as a building clad in larch timber vertical staves within horizontal bands
that follow the sweep of the elevation, with the Crane Hall as a tall projecting bay that
invites views into the operations. This is the building where all the waste is delivered, with the
delivery vehicles going up a ramp, inside the south elevation, reversing to deliver their load
into an 11.0m deep bunker so that the sorting and processing can start. They exit via another
ramp on the north side. All processes are within the building within an acoustically insulated
skin. Thus:

•

The timber cladding has been maintained within the proposals from day one, but changed
from horizontal to vertical cladding, which allows better control of the elements visually,
as well as allowing better construction quality
Following debate at a number of meetings, at which was discussed how best to take
the idea forward for visitors to be able to see into the Crane Hall, the perimeter bund
extends around the southern elevation, with a ramped footpath cut into its face to create
a pedestrian route up to the platform within the projecting bay, with links down to the
ambulatory to the Visitor and Education Centre. This feature enhances the appearance of
the building from the south and broadens the width of the outdoor wildlife area

•

Within the service yard, the east elevation is clad in profiled metal, linking to the other
more industrial architecture of the Maturation Halls and De-stoner building – however
from the street the timber claddings continue the curved wall around the corner into the
service yard at high level

•

The Crane Hall is expressed as a north south spine, the tallest part of the buildings
generated by the internal operational requirements, and is expressed as the large bay
window overlooking Courtauld Road

•

Critically this element will be seen in the context of the landscaped front area, and Visitor
and Education Centre.

The Reception Building, with the Visitor and Education Centre, will provide a welcoming face on approach
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5.0

Design development for the detailed Planning Application

The Maturation Halls
As the evaluation of operational performance developed, and had to be balanced with the land
available for development within the site, the plan for the Maturation Halls were rationalised
to omit one hall to a three larger hall system, which allowed certain benefits to be realised:
•

A much reduced building footprint to reduce overall mass and effect better value for
money (VfM)

•

This allowed the Halls to be moved further to the west, increasing the distance from the
sensitive residential travellers’ site, and creating improved external operational spaces

•

The Halls are further back from the north boundary as well, allowing bio-filters to be
placed at ground level, improving safe maintenance access

•

Three halls allows the omission of a whole set of process machinery, again providing
better value for money.

The architecture of the Halls has always set out to mitigate their scale, although at the outset
there were discussions around a proposal for an almost sculptural solution, during design
development it was agreed a more rational, less detailed approach, would be better for the
long term quality of the architecture.
The latest iteration for planning has been more rational, to create a stronger logic in the
elements, and through recognising the different scales of these different elements, and by
giving them either different colours or finishes, they sit now in a happy composition, with
large access doors and small pedestrian doors (to allow means of escape) arranged rationally
between plan and elevation.
The colour scheme of the whole development has been carefully considered, and in particular
for this part of the development and how it might be perceived through the landscape strip
along the A127 Southend relief dual carriageway along the northern boundary. The building
is set back about 50.0m from this boundary, and with the landscape treatment, will not have
too great an impact, and actually less impact than nearby buildings that are almost on the
boundary to the road, including a multiplicity of flues.

The rational of the elevational treatment has received very close attention
Section 5: Design Development for the Detailed Planning Application
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5.0

Design development for the detailed Planning Application

The Visitor and Education Centre and Welfare Facilities
During design development The Visitor and Education Centre was moved from the west face
of the Reception Building to south face of the Maturation Buildings, so as to face due south
to overlook the landscaped garden and to improve the sense of arrival for both workers and
visitors. This change has been a great benefit to the overall quality of the proposals:
•

Facing south means more efficient insulation through shading against solar gain, thus
improving the sustainability

•

Improved sense of arrival from Courtauld Road as one sees the Visitor and Education
Centre over the landscaped garden, with its footpaths, trees and feature SUDS lagoon

•

It has been possible to plan a more integrated relationship with the undercroft Welfare
Areas

•

With a common point of arrival for all workers, linking Welfare and Administration spaces
via the staircase/lift to the upper floor of the Reception Building

•

The Visitor experience will include views into the operations within the Maturation Halls
and Reception Building, as well as the garden and large west elevation of the Reception
Buildings – allowing a real sense of place and awareness of the needs of society to work
at this epic scale to manage our global resources

•

The section of the Visitor and Education Centre against the Maturation Hall now
accommodates a double height void against the Hall for the conveyor link from Reception
to Maturation beds.

It has been planned so that the workers entrance is on the east end of the building, and the
visitors entrance towards the west end, and the stair/lift core related to these entrances are
shared for means of escape, but otherwise dedicated to their individual groups of users.
Administration and Welfare

Thus the east end of the Visitor and Education Centre at ground and first floor levels is for the
administration and laboratory use of the Centre, with the entrance passing the Security office,
and the workers having access to the generous changing/shower/locker areas, and canteen.
From here they can access different areas of the plant.
Visitor Facilities

Visitors arrive via the landscaped forecourt, either arriving by coach (with a drop off point
within the forecourt and space enough for the coaches to turn and park at the northern end
of the spine road) or from the car parking area under the Reception Hall. If they are on bike
or on foot they will arrive from Courtauld Road.
They arrive into the ground floor Reception Area, with information and cafe facilities within
this area, that is triple height up to the second floor reception landing. Off this area are the
Community Meeting Room, toilets and Laboratory, which has the potential to be developed
into a science project base for schools or research.

It is a three storey building and its rational planning endeavours to bridge the needs of both
workers and visitors, as it provides the focus for arrival for both, being the building with the
most human scale.
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Design development for the detailed Planning Application

The Reception Area with strong links to the garden forecourt

Every opportunity for a wealth of activities, limited only by imagination

On the first floor there are two large classroom areas off a generous reception landing.

Public Art

On the second floor there is another classroom/resource area, as well as a significantly large
gallery space, with views from there into both the Maturation Hall 3 and Reception Building,
and through the floor to the conveyor zone that carries the rubbish from Reception sorting
to the bio-digestion processes via conveyor. They can also look south to the garden, with the
SUDS lagoon and the flank of the Reception Building. All in all there is a great potential for a
considerable awareness of the whole plant and its vital functions.

TheapplicantwillseektoengagewiththeAuthoritytoconsiderwaysthepubliccanbecomeinvolved
in art projects, both in relation to the Visitor & Education Centre activities as well as public displays.

Within the top floor there is every opportunity for a wealth of activities, limited only by
imagination, but as a local educational, business, conference and training resource it will have
huge value to Basildon and others further afield.

•

To maintain a landscape boundary to the A127, with the retention, in part, and
strengthening of the existing frontage boundary vegetation to form a hedgerow and
creating and maintaining an appropriate new perimeter bund with new native tree and
shrub planting to this important boundary;

•

To screen views low level views and vehicle movements especially from the north, east
and eastern end of the southern boundaries through the use of earth retaining structures
and bunding;

•

To provide an attractive educational landscape resource with public access to the main
frontage;

•

To increase biodiversity, for example by providing ecological corridors around the site;

•

To provide an enhanced landscape frontage to Courtauld Road.

Following the guidance provided in ‘Designing Waste Facilities – a guide to Modern |Design in
Waste’ (for Defra by Enviros Consulting Ltd) (Chapter 6 – Core Design), the scheme recognises
that the main building is of a size where it would be unreasonable to expect a landscape
scheme to completely screen the development. As such the building has been designed to
have a high quality visual appearance with strong architectural definition, visually linking it
to the development character of the area but setting a higher standard which recognises the
status of the building, the changing development pattern in the area and the importance of
the A127 frontage as a gateway to Basildon.

Landscape
The landscape has been designed to support this approach with 5 main objectives:
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Design development for the detailed Planning Application

Primary screening is provided by a 4m high geotextile reinforced landscaped earth bund to
the north and east. This will provide initial screening, whilst vegetation matures, and longterm screening in winter views. On the more open sides to the north and south the outer face
is slackened so that it appears as more of a natural rise and provides a side slope that can
be planted with trees and shrubs (the internal face will be vegetated with low maintenance
climbers or native seed mix).

Proactive response to the potential need for a roundabout access
The developed scheme also takes account of the need for a new roundabout at the spine road
main access to Courtauld Road. As a proactive measure all major infrastructure, in particular
the SUDS lagoon, have been moved to allow for the junction improvement works to be
planned successfully into the proposals, a design that responds positively to the Authority’s
design principles.

The soft landscape strategy has three main elements:
•

Firstly, to the north and east boundaries the soft landscape is designed to assist in screening
the building and bund and to provide a soft frontage to the development in views in. The
planting scheme is based on a local native provenance tree and shrub mix with grass
sward seeded and managed to promote wildflower value. Retention of trees and shrubs
on the existing A127 boundary will provide important screening during construction
and retention of the vegetation to the highway edge will form a boundary hedgerow
providing ‘day 1’ impact and maturity in front of new planting to the bund. Proactive
management and interplanting will provide for long-term retention of this valuable asset.
Along the eastern boundary planting will follow similar principles but lower shrub with
occasional specimen trees and areas of wildflower sward will balance the potentially
conflicting aims of screening the building and service yard in views from the caravan park
and Courtauld Road, whilst ensuring the properties on the boundary of the caravan park
are not overshadowed;

•

Secondly, the southern frontage to Courtauld Road transitions from the natural style of
the eastern boundary to a more parkland setting, more in keeping with the existing style
of the existing estate landscape and creating a visitor-friendly approach to the Visitor and
Education Centre. The avenue trees approach is extended and a greater emphasis placed
on specimen trees and grassland;

•

Thirdly, the area fronting the Processing Hall and Visitor and Education Centre is designed
to a high visual quality; the landscape providing a recreational and educational resource
for visitors whilst creating a prestigious approach to the development.

Thus in conclusion the landscape and architecture together endeavour to provide a carefully
considered soft landing for this major development, with a strong concern for ecological
regeneration and the potential for greening the urban environment.
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6.1

Creating good spaces

The general arrangement of the Facility, both master plan and buildings themselves, create a
practical and logical layout of spaces and function, where either operational or visitor activities
have clear demarcation that can be easily understood, controlled and policed.

We have achieved a ‘sense of arrival’
and a ‘sense of place’ as conveyed in
CABE’s advice on the qualities of a
development

The building masses are used to define two specific zones:
•

The first to the southwest of the site is focused on and around the Visitor and Education
Centre as the point of arrival and focus for social/community activity

•

The second to the east revolves around the operational functions of the site.

In this way access to the operational areas of the site can only be obtained through the control
points of the visitor/welfare complex and the weighbridges just inside the main operational
entrance at the northern end of the spine road. This provides significant health and safety
dividends and ensures the least crossover/conflict between operations and community. This is
particularly important given the aspiration of the site to provide a safe welcoming environment
for the general public. Keeping controlled access effectively at the building line along the
west elevation enables the boundary between Courtauld Road and the Visitor and Education
Centre/landscape area to be open to the public, which otherwise would not traditionally be
possible.
Visitor, administration and welfare functions are at the heart of the master plan, located in the
‘angle’ formed by the south western intersection of the two main process buildings, and this
provides opportunities for:
•

Visitors to engage with and be immersed themselves in operations from a safe vantage
point

•

Allows staff ready access to the key areas of the plant from a centralised hub.

Similarly, welfare provision is contained in the undercroft area to enable shift staff to maximise
breakout time without having to walk long distances or in all weathers.
The location of the landscaped area forming the garden with the lagoon, local to the spine
road, provides the opportunity for the developers of adjoining site to carry this green element
through into the adjacent plot should they wish to achieve a unified treatment for this new
important landscaped urban space, with the Visitor and Education Centre as a resource for
both sites as its location will enable it to be relevant to both developments on either of the
adjoining sites.

6.2

The gateway: a sense of arrival and welcome

By considering the interplay between components we have achieved a ‘sense of arrival’ and a
‘sense of place’ as conveyed in CABE’s advice on the qualities of a development.
We have considered how buildings will be experienced by those coming into contact with
them and paid particular attention to how the buildings are viewed at ground level from a
range of distances. While the process buildings themselves are large in extent, it is intended
that the Visitor and Education Centre has a more human scale to further enhance the gateway.
We have achieved pleasing and interesting angles and vistas as people move around and
interact with the site.
The scheme includes a significant element of public engagement managed through the
Visitor and Education Centre, and this area local to the Visitor and Education Centre has been
designed to be ‘readable’ as a public space rather than an industrial one and is intended make
people feel that they are welcome and for them to actively interact with the space and the
Facility as a whole.
A boundary fence is required at the margin landscape gateway to ensure out-of-hours safety
and security obligations are achieved (particularly because of the presence of water). It will
however have more than one point of entry along its length making it accessible in the same
way that a park or other public outdoor space would be. Indeed it is intended that the area
should be clearly understandable by a first time user as a public realm ‘parkland’ space and
signage and notice boards will be included at the boundary to inform and encourage entry.
Similarly the fence to this area will be consistent with a park style setting, and not a secure
boundary to an industrial site, which will apply to areas away from the landsaped park.
The SUDS lagoon will be a dominant part of this landsape. It is a significant component to
manage storm water on the site, and in early iterations it was deep and had steep sides, that
was quite challenging in concept terms in the qualities it would have within the public area.
Through design development it has been constantly remodelled, and the balance of excess
water considered between the SUDS lagoon and other underground tanks to hold storm
water. The final iteration has been considerably reduced in volume to all the sides to be tiered
to the full perimeter to create a visually interesting space, with permanent water in the base
that will be planted with suitable water plants, and offering opportunities for a broad range
of uses as an outdoor learning and relaxation space.

Early and latest drawings of the Visitor and Education Centre from
Courtauld Road
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6.3

‘Essex Sustainability Centre’
Providing the Authority with an exciting and flexible visitor space

The Visitor and Education Centre will be central to the sense of ownership and the need to
collectively address the challenges and opportunities of sustainability that the Authority seeks
to foster within the community.
The relevance of waste management to the public and the move away from simple disposal
towards resource recovery can only be given its proper value through an appreciation of
sustainability going forward, thus two objectives are intimately linked.
To fulfil this remit the Visitor and Education Centre cannot be a simple, sterile, one-dimensional
space that purely focuses on a classroom for children. It has to be both broader in reach than
this and more flexible in realisation to avoid simply becoming a forgotten back room.
To this end, the Visitor and Education Centre is designed to have a number of flexible meeting
and exhibition spaces that can be used as formal lecture and teaching spaces or more informal
project work, meeting and gallery space. These spaces offer views into the Facility and the
lagoon biodiversity area that forms the gateway making them engaging environments in
which to work and meet. The Visitor and Education Centre will be a relevant resource for
schools, business, community groups and public bodies, catering for all ages and interests. It
will allow the public to engage with the Facility not only in an overt formal way but also, by
providing a place where they can meet, will allow the building to become a tangible part of
the community as a whole, a busy vibrant place.
The building itself will exemplify sustainable construction. As such it can provide an effective
backdrop for not only the waste management agenda but the broader issues of sustainability,
providing a focus for sustainability regionally.
The internal space within the building is well resolved with a glazed ground floor reception
and break out/refreshment area, and access to a large meeting room, toilets, and the lifts and
stairs the upper floors. Secure doors will also give access to laboratory and admin/welfare
areas. It is intended that the commonality of the laboratories could provide opportunities for
it to be used by secondary schools and universities for undergraduate research projects and
show the wider application of science.
The first floor will have two generous (+60sqm) learning areas, and the second floor a further
learning/resource area, and very large open gallery space with views through large full height
glazed openings into the Reception Building and nearest Maturation Hall, and the conveyor
link below, as well as access to generous terraces with views over the SUDS lagoon and park
flanked by the timber clad Reception Building.
The first floor also provides the segregated administrative office space for the management
team of the whole Facility.
Views outside and inside of the Visitor and Education Centre
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6.4

Incorporating safe and practical operational spaces

The generous area for staff welfare is located in the undercroft with direct access to the
administration offices, staff parking and the operational areas. The arrival point is the same
as for the offices, past the secure controlled entry point beside the Security office The
welfare provision will include:
•

Male and female locker rooms

•

Showers and WCs

•

Visitor changing and shower facilities

•

Social / break out area

•

Kitchen facilities

•

Various stores

The area also includes a first aid station and stores for PPE and small tools/equipment, and
the means of escape routes are well considered with safe routes to the face of the building
or good alternative choices.
The main process halls have been kept open span as far as possible within the limits of
standard structural forms and the need for fire separation between different operational
activities, to provide an open and light environment with clear lines of site for operators to
contribute to a safe, well lit, working environment. The waste reception facilities will have
sky lights to maximise the use of ambient light.

4

Halls have been sized to accommodate all the waste processing equipment and related
activities, and allow for the safe transit of mobile plant within the building. Also, to
minimise environmental impacts, in particular noise, it is planned that all loading and
unloading of road going vehicles is undertaken within the building envelope, which is
designed to have acoustic insulation to both walls and roof.

Tracked path analysis for vehicle movements within the Reception Building
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6.5

Accommodating size and scale

By definition, these will be large structures. The industrial processes within these buildings
are of a size that generates the overall volume in plan and section. So the challenge,
in concept terms and into detail design, has been to break down the scale into smaller
components that reflect the demands of their function.
In response to the overall scale, the Facility has been rationalised and planned around four
clear, different, activities: visitors; waste reception; maturation; air filtration. These have
been physically delineated by form and material finish.
Landscape has been used to create a critical fifth element which helps to unify the Facility,
mitigate overall scale and provide a context with its own agenda to support and regenerate
the local ecology.
Included within the landscape design is the bunding along the north, east and southern
boundaries, and will be to screen elements such as the biofilter and act as a noise barrier.
The bunding will also extend to be wrapped around the southern face of the building, to
help unify the scheme as a whole and create a visual transition between the margins of the
site and the buildings. In so doing it will help to provide a sense of topography at the line
of the bund above ground level will flow down into the SUDS lagoon, and so contribute
significantly in mitigating the overall scale of the buildings.
While the overall shape of the site is challenging, the proposed Facility has used this to good
advantage with the master plan allowing the good arrangement of the main components
where they best fit, and support the overall traffic management in the routes created
around the site. Detailed consideration has been given to the location of the buildings
to off-set them from the most sensitive receptors and thereby address the tendency for
them to be become overbearing. This has been achieved by ‘pushing’ the buildings to the
west and north relative to the overall plot to create a green interface with Courtauld Road,
and the Travellers site, to ensure a feeling of light and space is maintained for the whole
community.

The public face of the plant has been softened through considered use of form and
materials. The timber cladding at different scales, and with different articulation, has
been designed to be very welcoming. Public areas of the site, in particular the Visitor
and Education Centre, are at a more human scale and use a building vernacular more
reminiscent of educational and arts facilities giving this building an appeal to make it more
accessible to the public and less daunting in scale.
Away from the entrance elevations, the industrial parts of the development will be
articulated by using different colours and textures to be expressive and more interesting
than a monotonous, non demonstrative, palette. Trapezoidal and half round cladding
profiles are used in a number of ways as a hierarchy of texture, to which is then applied the
colours. Colour studies were prepared to investigate this, to consider the buildings on their
own account and in relation to landscape.
The design of the Maturation Building, which fronts onto the A127, has been developed
through time, and resolved with textural interplay between pattern of squares and
rectangles, using a half round horizontal profile within frames in front of the trapezoidal
vertical base sheet. This celebrates the overall scale of the building and will offer interesting
elevations from a range of perspectives and distances that would not normally be associated
with a Facility such as this.
The other adjoining buildings use different colours and textures, vertically and horizontally,
to complete the composition of taller and less tall structures for the De-stoner/Product
Storage building and the Transformer/Vehicle Servicing building respectively.
The overall effect is to create a composition of size, colour and texture that work well
together in a balanced way.
Internally the scale of the buildings and internal processes will be celebrated as part of the
visitor experience, with opportunity to witness all aspects of the processes, looking into the
open span structures with the epic scale mechanical plant, with the movement people and
machines will underscore the importance of the Facility. It will have considerable impact in
showing just how much material is disposed of by the community of Essex everyday and
thereby help to reinforce the key educational messages of waste reduction and recycling.

Interiors of process Halls
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Svelte Grey
Merlin Grey
Terracotta

OPTION 1

10/02/2012

OPTION 2

10/02/2012

OPTION 3

10/02/2012

OPTION 4

10/02/2012

OPTION 5

10/02/2012

Ice Blue
Merlin Grey
Terracotta

Ice Blue
Moorland
Green
Terracotta

Ice Blue
Svelte Grey

Ice Blue
Svelte Grey
Petra
Moorland
Green

Colour studies that were used to affirm the grey toned finishes selected
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6.6

Architectural finishes and materials; conveying form and function

The palette of exterior materials has grown out of the concepts that were a response to the
master planning and operational needs of the site, identifying and separating the functions
and scale of enclosure needed for the different functions. This has been a constant basis for
debate to develop the proposals up to this planning stage.
Thus to consider each building in turn:
Reception Building

For the Reception Building it is proposed to use pressure impregnated larch timber cladding,
with two different widths, fixed vertically between horizontal profiled metal continuous
bands, which will allow the joint to be staggered between each of the bands, acting to break
up the large surfaces. Where a window or louvre aperture occurs to locate this behind the
timber cladding line and leaving out alternate staves to act as brise soleil. .
At ground level, overlooking the garden, the elevation will constitute a colonnade of circular
columns, and by being open to the car park it avoids the need for any mechanical ventilation
to the car park. This colonnade forms an ambulatory between the Visitor and Education
Centre and the projecting viewing bay at the southern end of the Crane Hall.
Thus in this southern elevation of the Reception Building it is proposed there be a large
expressive projecting bay window at the end of the line of a raised roof section which defines
the zone of the crane, which will run on a gantry to deliver the dumped waste into the
large trommels that begin the recycling process, and this in turn expresses the 16m wide
internal bunker zone that receives the waste. This element will be built as a large curtain
wall bay, with deep transoms to breakdown the area of the glazed screen, The frame will
be large pressed steel cassettes, and beyond the frame the cladding will revert to a coloured
trapezoidal cladding to match the other in a colour to suit.
The raised drop off area of the Reception Building, at +4.0m over ground level, will be formed
from a combination of cast in-situ and pre-cast concrete elements to create a bridge deck
sufficient to take the live loads of the delivery lorries. This form of construction will also be
used for the internal floors and the the 11.0m deep bunkers. This method of construction will
provide the desired certainty of design life for a very industrial application. Joints will be sealed
to prevent any potential of leachate discharges to ground in areas where waste is sitting
directly on the floor, and in key areas this will be supplemented by a secondary membrane
barrier system.
The below ground bunker elements will be continuous with the above ground elements and
formed from a secant pile wall to ensure a water tight structure and prevent the ingress of
ground water during construction, to improve safety during excavation and construction by
minimising the amount of propping required.
The large Crane Hall bay window will contrast with the timber claddings either side
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6.6

Architectural finishes and materials; conveying form and function

The Visitor and Education Centre

The Visitor and Education Centre will use a cladding of the same vertical timber planks, of a
consistent width, to the projecting first floor, with the recessed second floor and ground floor
having a high proportion of heavily shaded glazing and elements of white render. The long
first floor slot reads as an opening without windows, linking to the glazed ‘punched hole’
glazing within the timber faces. The slot gives onto a balcony that links the two first floor
classrooms.
The windows will have primary coloured accents to the deep reveals, key to expressing the
spirit of the Visitor and Education Centre as being friendly and welcoming.
The Visitor and Education Centre will also have green roofs to the second floor and in front
of the second floor terraces.
In this regard it is important that the Visitor and Education Centre is a symbol for the fullest
meanings behind sustainability, including targets for economic and social well-being as well
as matters relating to energy and building fabric. So the very fabric of the building needs to
be used as a resource to convey these values, evidenced through its design where people can
experience firsthand these values and building elements that support it.
Elements that will be evidence of this sustainable approach will include:

The welcoming timber clad Visitor and Education Centre with adjoining material finishes

•

Green roofs to the main roof and the section of roof in front of the second floor terrace,
contributing to high levels of insulation, biodiversity and as way of retaining and slow
release of rainwater

•

Windows will be solar shaded

•

The air, both day and night, will be able to flow through the stacks that will be seen above
roof level, allowing as much natural ventilation as possible

•

There is the potential to demonstrate the low running cost of the Visitor and Education
Centre, as a display, against domestic consumption, used as a yardstick by management
to encourage good building management to limit energy consumption.

The Maturation Halls

With little need for human interaction internally and with their proximity to the A127,
the Maturation Halls have a different kind of function and thus invite a different kind of
architecture. As described above the design of the Maturation Building has been developed
through time with textural interplay between pattern of squares and rectangles, using a half
round horizontal profile within frames, set out in front of the trapezoidal vertical base sheet
cladding. This celebrates the overall scale of the building and will offer interesting elevations
from a range of perspectives and distances that would not normally be associated with a
Facility such as this.
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6.6

Architectural finishes and materials; conveying form and function

These large span process buildings will be formed around a structural steel frame, founded
on piles and in-situ reinforced concrete slabs, cast to profiles as required, in order to take the
service loads associated with both the building superstructure and the process plant. Steel will
be painted to give the desired level of internal corrosion and fire resistance. This system will
offer the flexibility to create the clear spans required internally and the preferred architectural
form in economic and readily achievable sections.
The Bio-Filters

This runs along the northern boundary allowing a 10.0m wider landscape zone to the A127.
It will be a simple insitu reinforced concrete structure, 4.0m high, bunded on the northern
elevation to lessen any impact due to scale from this side, and towards the service road and
weighbridges, will be a reinforced concrete wall with day work joints used to articulate the
elevation into rational sub-divisions.
Yards, Roads and Bunds

External yard areas with high levels of turning motions and transit by mobile plant will be
formed from reinforced concrete slabs laid to falls. General circulation routes and the spine
road will be formed with bituminous pavements to soften their appearance and, from a traffic
management perspective, to clearly delineate transit and yard areas.
As part of our sustainability agenda, we will look to source materials as locally as possible and
we will use percentages of recycled steel and aggregates in the makeup of the superstructure,
substructure and pavements where this is not to the detriment to the physical performance
in the ling term. Similarly, the skills necessary to erect these types of buildings are widely
available in the UK and it is expected to source erectors, contractors and materials as locally
as possible, both to provide local employment and minimise road haulage.
We will look to achieve an overall earthworks balance for the bulk earthworks element of
the scheme and in so doing retain as much existing material on site as possible. Similarly we
will look to utilise arisings from localised foundation excavations in the core of the perimeter
bund, all as described above.
Mixture of silver greys and textures on the Maturation Hall cladding
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6.7

Access
Proactive traffic routing; creating safe environments

It is important that the Facility has a defined and legible circulatory and access strategy to:
•

Ensure that the vehicles flow freely with the minimum of disruption and that turnaround
times are met

•

Maintain safe working and prevent potential conflict between vehicles and minimise the
risk of accidents involving pedestrians; and

•

Ensure that the Facility is easy and logical to use, particularly for those visiting site for the
first time.

Issues of road safety are particularly relevant to the waste industry where the majority of
injuries involve people coming into conflict with mobile plant and vehicles, and to mitigate
this the traffic circulates around the site in a clockwise direction to minimise crossing motions
at junctions and all routes are clearly signed.
Signage will be reinforced by road markings where appropriate and will adopt the standard
used on the public highway to aid easy recognition and response. Circulatory systems within
the operations area operate a one way loop system to further minimise potential traffic
conflicts.
Proactive response to the potential need for a roundabout access.
The developed scheme also takes account of the need for a new roundabout at the spine road
main access to Courtauld Road. As a proactive measure all major infrastructure, in particular
the SUDS.
Lagoon, have been moved to allow for the junction improvement works to be planned
successfully into the proposals, a design that responds positively to the Authority’s design
principles.

6.8

Consideration for visitors and staff: segregation of operations traffic

Staff vehicles and visitor traffic are segregated from operations traffic at the earliest opportunity
by providing a separate access/egress point off the primary spine road. General parking for
these groups is provided in the at-grade undercroft car park. Parking in the undercroft is
provided in a generic bay format consistent with public car parks.

Staff access to the welfare areas of the site will be provided directly from the undercroft.
Surfacing that forms the link between the undercroft parking and the spine road will be
paved with cobbles rather than standard bituminous pavement to both enhance the visual
appearance of this area and act as a traffic calming measure, and this will dovetail directly into
the landscape proposals.
It is anticipated that organised school visits will require coach access. Since children represent
a vulnerable group a coach turnaround and drop-off point has been provided directly outside
the Visitor and Education Centre. While it is anticipated that most commercial coach operators
servicing school and community groups will not wish to park their coaches on site, but rather
will pick up and deliver at the beginning and end of the visit, two long-term coach parking
bays have been provided within the scheme should they wish to stay, at the northern end of
the spine road.

6.9

Controlled point of operational access

Operations traffic will enter the site at the northern end of the spine road which gives the
Authority maximum flexibility in setting junctions for the adjacent bio-waste Facility.
The weighbridge complex has been set back from the spine road to provide on-site queuing
capacity and prevent the queuing of vehicles back onto the spine road at peak times. Although
traffic modelling indicates that a single in and out weighbridge should be sufficient to meet
turnaround times, an additional weighbridge has been located at the main weighbridge
complex. This will provide extra capacity at peak times, if required, and a standby bridge in case
of breakdown or during periodic maintenance of the other. A fourth remote weighbridge is
located on the way out from the reception building to enable remote weighing of re-circulated
traffic to pick up recycled/treated material, if required.
A simple dot matrix gantry light system will be mounted over the weighbridges which enables
them to be used flexibly. The gantry structure will also double up as the pipe bridge to carry
extracted air to the biofilters and additionally house cameras for automatic number plate
recognition (ANPR) systems and load inspection cameras, if required. The weighbridge office
will be an attractive stand alone proprietary structure and will face west to give views of the
entrance. The bridges will be staggered to ensure both in and out bridges can be serviced
from the same end of the cabin. The cabin will be coloured to be sympathetic in colour terms
with the main building.

Parking for visitors will be clearly zoned and identified through signage and floor markings.
Parking is also provided within the undercroft for secure motorcycle and bicycle parking.
Car parking spaces within the undercroft have been kept to a sensible provision to try and
incentivise car sharing and sustainable travel to work. Public parking for disabled or vulnerable
users of the site is provided directly in front of the Visitor and Education Centre for ease of
access.
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Sustainability measure
Passive design
Maximising the use of natural
daylight

Outcome
This reduces the need for artificial lighting, as well as creating more pleasant internal environment. Particularly
in the visitors centre where the deeply recessed glazed screens at second floor and ground floor levels further
contribute to the natural light levels and sense of space with very good views out to the garden.

Thermal insulation to the Visitor
and Education Centre

Use of materials that provide the low levels of thermal conductivity and therefore minimise loss of heat energy
through the building fabric

Natural ventilation

Passive supply of fresh air to visitors centre and welfare to minimise energy usage associated with mechanical
ventilation to habituated areas.

Optimising building orientation

By planning to have the Visitor and Education Centre face due south, this orientation allows for the most
effective shading and control of heat gain, Considered use of natural lighting to minimise artificial illumination

Solar shading to visitors centre

Limiting solar gain by having deeply recessed windows or using brise soleil for windows that are not recessed.
This reduces need for cooling by mechanical ventilation.

Using energy more efficiently
Monitored energy usage, submonitoring and water leakage
detection
Minimisation of non-essential
lighting outside hours of business
Energy efficient appliances and
lighting
Use of PV systems to generate
electricity
Good practice commissioning
arrangements

Monitor energy and water usage to help minimise consumption, and become a management tool in
benchmarking energy consumption.
Lighting to be minimised and motion sensors (preventing lighting being left on when rooms are not in use) to
be used in low-occupancy areas where this does not impact upon health and safety requirements.
Use of energy efficient equipment to minimise energy usage
Photovoltaic cells on the roof of the nearest Maturation Hall will provide proportion of the Visitor and
Education Centre’s power
Checks to balance system and optimise efficiency of building in operation that leads into a methodology for
monitoring energy consumption and building performance

Materials and building structure
Future-proofing
Flexibility in the structure to provide long term use and obviate retrospective refits.
Maturation halls able to switch type of output product
Manage disposal of earthworks
Minimisation of waste material being removed from site and balancing use of arisings around the site through
materials
a cut and fill assessment
Use of pre-cast elements where
Minimises time on site and labour in addition to minimising over ordering and promoting efficient use of
practical
materials
Piling
Utilise methodologies that minimise disposal of arisings off-site
Minimisation of construction
Minimisation of waste/breakages/defects throughout construction in accordance with good operational and
waste
environmental practice.
Local procurement of materials
Minimising travel impacts, particularly for elements such as concrete
and labour
Efficient use and management of water resources
Rainwater harvesting
Collection of rainwater to supplement mains
Landscaping
Use of landscaping scheme to provide biodiversity as opposed to simple screening, supporting the CABE
concept of the ‘Greening of our cities.
SUDS attenuation
Attenuation of surface water runoff from site by means of sustainable urban drainage infrastructure.
Surface water lagoon
Surface water lagoon forms part of SUDS system but also enhances biodiversity and the landscape in general
Sedum roof
Green roofs provide a biodiverse habitat, thermal insulation and SUDS attenuation. It is proposed that both the
main roof and roof in front of the second floor roof terraces are green roofs.
Table 1.1: Climate change mitigation applied

7.1

Climate Change

The comprehensive consideration of sustainable principles is now an important element in the
design for all modern engineering and construction projects, not least because of the need for
effective mitigation and adaptation to the challenges posed by climate change. It is essential
that such considerations are central to design development – from conception through to
realisation. With this in mind the Applicant will seek to apply sustainability principles with
tangible outcomes across a range of elements within the scheme to maximise sustainability
throughout its lifecycle.
Some of the key climate change interventions captured within our scheme are listed in the
table opposite:
As noted in the accompanying sections, the Applicant will look to prioritise the use of materials
which are responsibly and locally sourced where possible. While the nature of the plant is not
conducive to the avoidance of steel and concrete within the specification, the Applicant will
look to minimise the embodied impacts of these materials by using recycled content where
practical to do so. The Applicant will also minimise construction waste through the application
of best practice site waste management principles.
A large proportion of the buildings will be unheated and un-insulated since structurally they
provide simple weather enclosures for the processes within, however the Applicant will look
to make the Visitor and Education Centre an exemplar building with regard to sustainability .
This will include measures around insulation and resource use and compliment the educational
message of the Facility. Our emphasis will be, first and foremost, on passive design principles
to minimise energy use, as set out in the following section (Energy and Water Resources).
The Applicant will seek to minimise car journeys to and from the Facility. In keeping with
company employment aims, staff will be resourced locally wherever possible and, as such,
it is intended that car sharing schemes, shorter travel distances to work and cycling to work
initiatives will be meaningfully achievable.
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7.1

Climate Change

7.2

Energy and Water Resource

BREEAM: a tool to drive change throughout design

A managed approach to minimising energy usage

The use of BREEAM as a recognised environmental assessment method is increasingly
common in the evaluation of sustainability credentials of construction projects. The Applicant
has engaged a BREEAM Accredited Professional (AP) to provide input to the design and review
from the inception of the project.

A crucial contributor to sustainability for the site as a whole will be the effective management
of energy.

BREEAM is the most widely recognised environmental certification scheme used to assess
buildings in the UK and provides a structure for the comprehensive consideration of a wide
variety of sustainability impacts from different types of buildings. As such, it is intended that
the BREEAM process will provide a valuable framework for the consideration of sustainability
on the site, and demonstrate the environmental credentials of the design solution adopted.
The Applicant appointed AP has formally registered the scheme with the BRE and discussed with
them the most appropriate means of assessing the proposed Facility. Under the methodology
agreed with BRE the Facility will be scored as one building under BREEAM ‘Bespoke’. The
design standard for the Facility has been set at ‘very good’. An early pre-assessment BREEAM
workshop taking into consideration the broad range of measures proposed for this Facility
puts us well above the minimum criteria for this classification and the scoring will continue
to be tracked and updated through the detailed design of the scheme, supported by suitable
formal evidence, in order to achieve final formal accreditation by the BRE.

Environmental Benefits
£
Building Form
Orientation

£

+
+

Services, Metering

£

+

The approach to the energy efficient operation of buildings involves a hierarchical approach
to maximise any potential benefit from passive design features (see diagram below) – this has
been of particular relevance in the design of the Visitor and Education Centre. This involves
first of all ensuring optimising the building form and orientation, before proceeding to
additional ‘active’ solutions.
Examples of how the Applicant will achieve this include:
•

Optimising the thermal mass of the building – the use of building materials with high
levels of thermal mass

•

Ensuring appropriate solar shading, through the use of brise soleil and/or overhanging
eaves;

•

Harnessing the maximum potential for natural light, thus minimising the need for artificial
lighting within the building.

•

Ensuring that the Visitor and Education Centre is insulated effectively, taking into account
the requirements for ventilation.

•

The main process buildings will be net generators of low grade heat and the process
ventilation design is required to remove this heat efficiently. As such, the process buildings
will be of single skin construction apart from areas of wall that have to meet acoustic or
fire insulation standards.

The Applicant will meter and manage power used by the various systems in the Facility in
conjunction with a Building Energy Management System (BEMS)..
It is appropriate to consider the use of other active elements for the generation of energy
on site. In particular given the comparatively large roof areas in the scheme the Applicant
was particularly keen to explore sustainable options based on photovoltaic (PV) panels to
generate electricity. It was considered viable to include PV provision on a south facing pitch of
the maturation building to ensure the Visitor and Education Centre could be powered with a
contribution from renewables.
This also fits very well with the aspiration and function of the educational aspects of the
Visitor and Education Centre as a demonstration of sustainable architecture.

Active elements, wind turbines, solar thermal,
photovoltaic, GSHP, CHP

Cost to implement
Section 7: BREEAM
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7.2

Energy Resource

Water Resources
• Surface water run-off
The increased likelihood of extreme rainfall events over the coming years means that site
drainage, runoff and the attenuation of rainwater are crucial to the sustainable operation of
the site. As such the site has been designed to include rainfall attenuation in accordance with
Sustainable Urban Drainage (SUDS) principles. This includes a number of measures designed
to mitigate any extra surface water runoff from the site:
• Water discharge rates will be attenuated by a surface water lagoon
• Green roof on the Visitor and Education Centre will attenuate flows from this area
• Oversized pipework, buried storage and/or tanks where appropriate.
• Process effluent
It is anticipated that effluent arising from the process will be re-circulated for use in the
Maturation Halls. Water will be treated by an on-site package treatment Facility and any net
surplus of water will be disposed of to public sewer after first being treated.
• Domestic foul water
Domestic foul water arising from the Visitor and Education Centre and general welfare
provision will be discharged to the public sewer.
• Rainwater harvesting
It is also important to plan for periods of drought and this proposal seeks to harness the major
potential for rainwater harvesting from the extensive roof area to be used for non-potable
uses such as toilet flushing, irrigation and wash down of vehicles and industrial areas.
• Water efficiency
Water usage will be appropriately sub-metered to allow proper monitoring and identification
of the potential for efficiencies when the building is operational.
Water-efficient fittings will be specified for all sanitary applications to help minimise potable
water use.

Section 7: BREEAM
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APPENDIX 1: PLANNING DRAWINGS
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116m

R1

R2

Ridge

R1

R3
R1
PV array for Visitors Centre = 2230m2 (18m x 136m) PV array to be
positioned around roof lights. Dimensions considers area for roof lights.

Covered Roof
Plant Zone

R3

External Roof
Plant Zone

R4

General Roof Notes:
Roof drainage to be syphonic.
Extent of smoke vents to be confirmed.
Roof access & maintenance to be confirmed.

R2

Roof Access:
2 x routes at Visitors Centre location close to plant.
Site operator to be responsible for safe access and egress away from this location when access required.

R3

No roof ductwork shown on this drawing, only indicative route for an allowance to be made.

R3

Legend:
R1: Profiled 32-100 or similar double-sheet cladding HPS2000 ultra coating both sides with integrated
polycarbonate rooflights at transparency percentage as indicated below. All rooflights must provide a
weighted sound reduction index of 17dB(RW).

R2

R2: Kingspan system reference KS1000Rw/80+1+PL / Tata Steel Trisomet 333 System or similar, to
provide a weighted sound reduction index of 32dB(RW).
Integrated polycarbonate rooflights at no more than 5 percent, which must provide a weighted sound
reduction index of 20dB(RW).
The roof as a whole must achieve a minimum composite weighted sound reduction index of 31dB(RW).
R3: Kingspan system reference KS1000Rw/80+1+PL, or similar, with integrated polycarbonate rooflights
at transparency percentage as indicated below. All rooflights must provide a weighted sound reduction
index of 17dB(RW).

R2

R4: 'Green' roof (extensive) build up over steel lining.
Acoustic:
Product Storage/ De-Stoner building & Processing Hall have strict acoustic requirements; must provide a
weighted sound reduction index of 32dB(RW) with no more than 5 percent transparency which must
achieve a weighted sound reduction of 20dB(RW). The roof is to achieve a minimum composite weighted
sound reduction index of 31dB(RW).
Transparency Percentages:

R3

Maturation Halls:
Reception Hall:
Crane Hall:
Product Storage/ De-Stoner
Processing Hall

Approx. 7 percent.
Approx. 15 percent.
Approx. 24 percent.
No more than 5 percent
No more than 5 percent

MBT Facility
Roof Plan
PLA_005
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Legend
MATURATION & RECEPTION HALLS
General note - all claddings and fixings in the Maturation Halls must be suitable for the
appropriate Class for the toxic environment and temperatures between 40 - 70 degrees
C and very high humidity.
C1

C2

C3

C4

Single skin horizontally laid 0.7mm 50/1000 half-round profiled steel coated both
sides, all with standard colours, joints to be sealed and all fixings to be stainless
steel. External corners to be mitred. Colour for different areas will vary
Single skin vertically fixed trapezoidal cladding coated both sides - trapezoidal
profile to be indents with 200m min flat face to outside, all with standard colours,
joints to be sealed and all fixings to be stainless steel. Colour for different areas
will vary.

C5a Acoustic insulation C1 panel - half-round cladding profile with inner acoustic
board lining to inner face of sheeting rails to provide a weighted sound reduction
of 32dB(RW). As before - all joints to be sealed to avoid air leakage. All fixings to
be stainless steel

C7a

Ventilation openings in weatherboard to be vertical alternate boards on treated
42 x 42mm sw frames 'hit and miss' cladding panels fixed to 38x38mm
softwood battens fixed to trapezoidal liner sheet as C6 or sub-frame. Liner
sheet cut out to same area to allow view out from the working floor.

C5b Acoustic insulation C 2 panel - vertically fixed trapezoidal cladding coated both
sides, with inner acoustic board lining to inner face of sheeting rails to provide a
weighted sound reduction of 32dB(RW). As before - all joints to be sealed to
avoid air leakage. All fixings to be stainless steel

C8

Pressed metal cassette rain screen panels on galvanised steel sub frame to all
4 sides of large frame

C9

Schuco or similar curtain walling system comprising double glazed units and
coloured feature panels, with steel restraint structure subject to SE details.
Transoms to be expressed as 200mm deep sections and mullions to minimum
size with very dark colour finish. Allow for 1No emergency escape door, and
glass balustrading to front edge.

C6

Feature flashings to form a frame to half-round C1 type cladding panels - 0.7mm
folded profile to be approx 50mm across face x 200mm deep to face of C2
panels- to be same colour as C1 panels

C10

Double cell polycarbonate cladding. Rodeca or similar.

C10a

As C10 above but with C2 panel fitted behind.

C10b

As C10a but to provide a weighted sound reduction of 32dB(RW).

C11

Horizontal coated acoustic louvres onto steel subframe, to include head, jambs
and cills. Flashing to same colour. Louvres to provide a weighted sound
reduction of 32dB(RW).

NOTES:

Doors into the De-Stoner building to be similar but up to 7.0m wide.

Acoustic roller shutter doors and cladding; where required, is to provide a
weighted sound reduction index of 32dB(RW).

Cladding Notes:

Internal acoustic absorption to buildings where required must be Class A
acoustic absorber to comply with the requirements of BS EN ISO 11654.
Total surface area to be treated with acoustic absorber should
correspond to at least 50 percent of the internal surface area of walls and
the roof.

Parapet internal face to be lined with profiled single sheet standard cladding
Parapet internal face to Maturation Halls to be lined with profiled single sheet
cladding with Ultra coating both sides or similar, and standard coating to
Reception building

All materials and finishes that are either used or exposed to the
conditions and atmosphere within the Maturation Halls must be
appropriate for:
The corrosive atmosphere.
Fire rating.
Temperature & humidity.

Fair faced concrete plinth
C6a As C6 but there is to be no horizontal string course between bands. Larch staves
spaced with 10mm gap between.

C4a Fair faced concrete circular columns and beams - this column grid line relates to
RC wall on south elevation

C7
C5

Larch weather boarding - 100 x 38mm treated vertical larch staves on 50 x 30mm
treated sw horizontal battens at max 500mm c/s, spaced max 15mm apart, over
black insect mesh, all with a trapezoidal finished liner, coloured charcoal dark
grey. Profile of liner to face out to space battens out from liner to allow drainage,
and all fixings to be within the troughs of the liner panels. Bands of
weatherboarding to be separated by 100mm high string course formed from a
pressed metal PPC flashing and drip. Staves to be fixed in random pattern and
not lined vertically between bands.
All to be treated for fire with Class O coating.

ROLLER SHUTTERS
All doors to be electrically operated Jewers Acoustic doors or similar, with a
galvanised finish, typically 4m wide x 6m high to provide a weighted sound
reduction index of 32dB(RW).

Fire insulation - same finished panel as C1 using half-round cladding profile on
spacers with vertical rails, with inner liner panel as continuation of C1 panels (all
joints to be sealed to avoid air leakage) and void between sheets filled with
'rockwool' or similar to achieve 240/15mins fire integrity/insulation. All fixings to be
stainless steel

Ventilation openings in weatherboard to be vertical alternate boards on treated 42
x 42mm sw frames 'hit and miss' cladding panels fixed to 38x38mm softwood
battens fixed to trapezoidal liner sheet as C6 or sub-frame. Liner sheet cut out to
area required for ventilation which is less than the area of the hit and miss
openings. Light of a suitable quality to be allowed into ramp area. Louvers to be
of a suitable design to minimise noise breakout from internal operating areas.

C11a

Bio-filter stack height from
ground level = 20.5m

C11a

As C11 but no acoustic requirement.

C12

RC structure with vertical half round impressed pattern. Same pattern profile as
C1.

C12a

RC structure with smooth face finish. All panel joints to have a recessed
chamfered edge.

C3

C10a
Duct height = 14.7m

Ridge height = 13.3m
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NOTES:
Acoustic roller shutter doors and cladding; where required, is to provide a
weighted sound reduction index of 32dB(RW).
Internal acoustic absorption to buildings where required must be Class A
acoustic absorber to comply with the requirements of BS EN ISO 11654.
Total surface area to be treated with acoustic absorber should
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Gross External Areas

Gross Internal Areas
Floor Level

Summary
Total Site area (m2) :
Total the main building foot print (m2) :
Total Gross External Floor Area

91,117
46,465
60,412

Ground Floor

Area Name
Processing hall
Access ramp (up)
Access ramp (down)
Plant Room 1
Conveyor belt zone
Conveyor Service zone
Plant Room 2
Access corridor
Store
Hoppers
Bunker 1
Bunker 2
Hoppers 2
Bunker 3
Circulation

Detail Gross External Area
Category
Ground Floor

First Floor

Second Floor
Roof Level

No.

Area Name
Reception Hall
Maturation Hall
De-Stoner and Product Storage
Vehicle Maintenance / Transformer
Visitor Centre
Biofilter
Gate house
Total - Ground Floor
Reception Hall
Visitor Centre
Total - First Floor
Visitor Centre
Total - Second Floor
Enclosed Plant Room
Total - Roof Area

TOTAL GROSS EXTERNAL AREA

Room Areas

GEA (m2)
13,080
25,884
3,340
736
406
2,971
48
46,465
12,583
504
13,087
755
755
105
105

GIA (m2)

Reception Building

9,450

60,412

First Floor

Ground Floor

Area Name

First Floor

4,272
196
300
3,663
27
29

Maturation

Second Floor

2,302
876
15,975
8,023
844
601
3,310
2,302
876
724
353
354

Biofilter
Weighbridge

2,498
45

GROSS INTERNAL AREAS EXC VISITOR CENTRE

46,538
Roof level

Covered Car Park
Car Park
Secure cycle store

2,534
2,487
31

411
Stairs
Circulations
Riser
Lift pit
Office
Office
Meeting room
Tea point
Accessible WC 1
Accessible WC 2
Riser
Lift pit
Learning
Break out
Stairs
Riser
Store
Art Room
Terrace

23
58
2
3
46
12
14
7
4
4
2
3
57
48
24
2
11
76
25

Visitor's views
Corridor
Stairs
Viewing Gallery
Riser
Exhibition Space
Corridor and cong
Riser
Lift pit
Stairs
Corridor
Library / Project R
Riser
Store
Access to roof pla
WCs 1
Accessible WC
Corridor
Cleaner

25
5
31
107
4
74
77
4
3
24
7
53
4
38
14
12
3
8
5

535

Visitor Centre

25,586

Product Storage
De-stoner
Maturation Hall 1 & 2
Maturation Hall 3
Conveyor belt zone
Access corridor
Product Storage
Product Storage
De-Stoner
Vehicle Maintenance & Transfer Switch
Vehicle maintenance
Transfer Switch room

405
14
68
12
49
7
12
38
15
42
10
75
2
11
11
3

Visitor Centre

136
74
102
7
97
14
13
11
11
8
98
10
10
6
6
17

Reception Building

Room Areas GIA (m2)

Visitor Centre
Entrance lobby
Reception Hall & A
Reception office
Café
Servery
Prep
Meeting room
Lab 1
Lab 2
Lab store
Circulation / stairs
Riser
Male WCs
Female WCs
Accessible WC

653

Access ramp (up)
Access ramp (down)
Reception Hall
Riser
Office

Ground Floor

6,370
203
223
131
322
217
126
45
65
60
160
376
297
440
146

Welfare
Circulation
Lobby / circulation
Staff canteen
PPE store
Female changing / showers
Cleaners
Toilet service area
Male visitor changing
Female visitor changing
PPE store
Male changing / showers / W
Plant / switch gear
Store
Security office
First Aid
Kitchen

Floor Level

WCs 2

13

Plant Room

85

85

Visitor Centre

GROSS INTERNAL AREA VISITOR CENTRE

1,436
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